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Abstract 
Two Input Output (IO) selection methods are proposed, 
aimed at finding the IO sets for which a robustly performing 
controller exists. To avoid time-consuming p-synthesis and use 
X, controller existence conditions instead, the structure in 
the combined uncertainty/performance block is “eliminated.” 
The first (sufficiency-based) method augments the plant by 
diagonal (“D-”) scalings, while the second (necessity-based) 
method absorbs an uncertainty representation into the plant. 

1 Introduction 
Prior to controller design, suitable manipulated Inputs (actua- 
tors) and measured Outputs (sensors) must be selected. This 
IO selection process is crucial, since the IO set affects the 
achievable performance and other aspects, like costs. Since 
the number of candidate IO sets may be large, a system- 
atic IO selection method would be welcome to complement 
physical insight. Two novel methods are proposed, aimed at 
designating all IO sets for which there exists a controller 
achieving Robust Performance (RP). An effective, but ineffi- 
cient, IO selection method would rely on p-synthesis. 31, con- 
troller existence conditions would improve efficiency and so 
the basic idea is to ‘‘eliminate” the structure in the com- 
bined uncertainty/performance block A. The reader should 
be familiar with RP control problem formulations and p- 
analysis/synthesis, see, e.g., [5, Chapter 111. 

2 Robust P e r f o r m a n c e  

Finite-dimensional, linear, time-invariant control systems in 
the set-up of Fig. 1 are considered, with G the generalized 
plant, K the controller, w the exogenous variables, z the reg- 
ulated variables, U the inputs, and y the outputs. RP  is ac- 
counted for by design filters in G and by the combination of 
an uncertainty block A, and a fictitious, unstructured per- 
formance block Ap into A := diag(A,,A,). The following 
uncertainty structure is defined: 

A,, := {A, = diag(A,,, . . . , Auk) : A,; E R31,). (1) 
BA, will denote the subset of A,, with ))A,)), 5 1. While 
the exclusion of repeated blocks is only for notational con- 
venience, the exclusion of real blocks is restrictive and treat- 
ing real parametric uncertainties as dynamic ones may cause 
conservatism. It is assumed throughout, that the uncertain- 
ties are not directly linked with U and y. With Fi , , (A,B)  
( “ A  closed by B”) denoting a lower or u p e r  linear frac- 
tional transformation [5, Chapter 101, the RP condition be- 
comes: for y > 0, stable A,, and stable generalized closed-loop 
M := .Fl(G, K ) ,  the uncertain system F,(M, A,) is stable 
and ~ ~ F , ( M , A u ) ~ ~ m  < y for all A, E ( l / y ) B ~ - ,  i.e., RP is 
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Figure 1: Standard control system set-up 

achieved, if and only if: 

l lMl lp  < ’Yi with llMllr := SUPW PA(M(&’)), (2) 
with pa(.) the structured singular value p of a complex ma- 
trix with respect to the :structure A. For further use, the p 
upper bound p, is defined: 

p p ( M )  5 p , ( M )  := minDEDli(D,MD,’). (3) 
In analogy to (2), llMllrY := supw p , (M( ju ) ) .  In (3), D E V 
is shorthand for D, E E’,, D, E D,, with D, and D, the 
“D-scales” in the sets: 

D, := {diag(dlImm,, . . . , dkImk, Iml)  : dj E I@}, 
Vw := (diag(dlI,,, . . . ,dkInk, In,) : dj E R’} . 

The mi x ni full block A,; in Au is accompanied by the 
diagonal d i L ,  and diIn,. Only the dimensions of D, and D, 
differ and they are normdized with respect to the last block 
Ap. The definition of the lower bound )IMl)pt to llM)lp need 
not be explicitly shown h.ere (see, e.g., [5, Chapter 111). 

3 The IO Selectioni Methods 
Essentially, an RP  based IO selection method checks the ex- 
istence of a stabilizing IC making llMllr < y. An effective, 
but time-consuming method relies on p-synthesis, e.g., by D- 
K iteration [5,  Chapter 111. If A were unstructured and so 
llMll, < y were the focus, ‘H, controller existence conditions 
in terms of LMI’s [2], or lticcati equations [5, Chapter 16&17] 
(applied in Section 4) would improve IO selection efficiency. 
The basic idea is thus to get rid of the structure in A. The 
four main steps of the two IO selection methods are the same 
and given below, while Section 3.1 and 3.2 detail Step 2: 

1. Perform D-K iteratbn for the full IO set with all candi- 
date U and y. Assume co:nvergence to the optimal llMllp = CL.  

2. Based on this M ,  co:nstruct the D-Scale Estimate (DSE) 
D(s), or the Worst Case Uncertainty (WCU) 6,(s). 

3. For the other IO sets, augment G by B, which gives 
, GDSE := diag(D,,I) Gdia,g(?),’, I ) ,  or absorb 6, into G, giv, 

ing Gsvc, := F,(G, A,). For U and y that are not considered, 
the corresponding entries in the identity DSE-block for Ap 
(due to input weights and output noise) must be skipped. 

4. Use 31, controller existence _conditions to check if there 
is a stabilizing K achieving llFi(G, K)ll, < y. 
Note, that IO selection iefficiency is served by performing p- 
synthesis for only one IO set. However, it will become clear 
that effectiveness may deteriorate. 

3.1 D-Scale Estimate 

The optimization in (3) can be solved across frequency. The 
DSE D(s) is then obtained by approximating (only in magni- 
tude) D(jw)  by a minimum-phase RX, transfer matrix (like 
in D-K iteration), e.g., with the MATLAB p-Tools function 
m s f  .m [l]. Augmenting iM by 0, p p ( M )  5 a(D,Mfi;’) for 
all frequencies and IIMII,. 5 ~ ~ ~ z M ~ ~ ’ ~ ~ , .  

For IO selection, D for the full IO set is used for other IO sets. 

(4) 
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The existence of a stabilizing K making IIJ="(GDSE, K)llm < y Table 1: Number of accepted IO sets and relative CPU times 
is suficient for ~ ~ F i ( G , K ) ~ ~ p  < y and IO sets may incorrectly RP level DKI DSE wcu 
be rejected. This sufficiency is caused by two main sources. accepted CPU accepted CPU accepted CPU 
First, D ( j w )  may not perfectly match the full IO set's data = 1 28 53 26 1.2 45 1 
D(jw) .  Second, even if b were perfect for the full IO set, it y = 0.8 26 91 24 1.6 28 1 
may not be optimal for other IO sets. The motivation to, nev- 
ertheless, use D also for other IO sets is heuristic: an IO set 
which is almost as good as the full one may have almost 
the same p a ( M )  and M and, if so, it has almost the same 
D-scales, Hopefully, this works better than an =bitray 
choice. The DSE is treated more extensively in [4]. 

lection based on DSE (fourth order 0, and h,,) and WCU 
(first order as Well as the results from suboptimal DKI 
(stop if IlMll~ < 7,  Or if IIMIIP from subsequent iterations 
does not further decrease than tol=O.Ol). Starting with the 
full IO set, candidates with fewer IO'S are checked and subsets 
of rejected IO sets are also directly rejected, since eliminating 

3.2 Worst Case Uncertainty 

An essential assumption is ~A,(M,,) 5 p a ( M ) ,  with Mu, 
the part of M corresponding to A, [3]. For M with llMlly = 
cy, there is a A, E (~/cY)BA, violating RP, i.e., causing 
llFu(M, A,)llm = a. The p-Tools function dypert .m exactly 
constructs such a WCU A,, provided \lMllp, = IIM!Ip. Each 
block in 8, is all-pass, i.e., 8 ( A , , ( j w ) )  = 1/a. If A, is ab- 
sorbed into M ,  Z(F,(M,A,))  = p a ( M )  for that frequency 
w = WO where IIMIIP = ~ ~ F u ( M , ~ u ) ~ ~ m  is reached, while 
a(F,(M, A,)) 5 p a ( M )  for other frequencies. 

For IO selection, A, for the full IO set is used for other IO sets. 
If cy is smaller than the requirement y, A, is not in the relevant 
set and scaled down to A, = (a / y )A ,  E (l/y)Ba,. It is 
shown in 131, that the existence of a stabilizing K making 
IIFZ(GWCLI,K)II~ < y is n e c e s s a q  for llFz(G,K)IIp < y and 
IO sets may incorrectly be accepted. This necessity stems from 
two sources. First, even for the full IO set itself, A, may not 
be worst case for other w than WO.  Second, the WCU from 
the full IO set may not be representative for other IO sets. 
The reason why A, from the full IO set is also used for other 
IO sets is based on a similar heuristic as for the DSE. An 
elaborate discussion on the WCU is found in [3]. 

inputs and outputs will not improve control. The CPU times 
are normalized with respect to the WCU method. Assuming 
the D-K iteration to converge to the global optimum, the 
DKI results are seen as correct. So, an effective IO selection 
method should yield the same results. 
For y = 1, DKI rejects the 15 IO sets with the single u1 
and the two IO sets yl/ul U Z ,  y l / w  with the single y1. The 
DSE method rejects 19 IO sets, but y3/u1 uz and y3/u2 can 
achieve llMllP = 0.83 and are incorrectly rejected. The WCU 
method accepts all 45 10 sets, so 17 are incorrectly accepted. 
For y = 0.8, y3/u1 u2 and y3/U2 using the single y3 should be 
rejected in addition to the 17 IO sets rejected for y = 1. The 
WCU method incorrectly accepts these two IO sets, while the 
DSE method incorrectly eliminates yl y3/Ul uz and y1 y3/uz 
with llMllp = 0.76. Clearly, the sufficiency-based DSE method 
may incorrectly reject IO sets, while the necessity-based WCU 
method may incorrectly accept IO sets. Hence, both methods 
may not be effective, but combining them with DKI for IO sets 
accepted by WCU and rejected by DSE (here: four IO sets) 
gives an effective method. 
Table 1 also shows, that for this problem the WCU method 
i s  somewhat more efficient than the DSE method. This is 
due to the order of GIvo being smaller than the order of GDsE, 

which reduces the time needed for checking the am controller 
existence conditions. Both methods are sianificantlv more ef- 
ficient than DKI. However, it is emphasrzed that"the CPU 
times depend on the particular example and on implementa- 
tion aspects, like the order of the D-scale approximations and 
the number of frequencies for DKI. 

5 Conclusions and Recomm."ations 
An example showed, that the DSE-based method may incor- 
rectly reject 10 sets due to sufficiency, while the WCU-based 

4 Example 
The IO selection methods are evaluated for the example in [4], 
i .e. ,  an active suspension applied to a tractor-semitrailer com- 
bination, see Fig. 2. The RP goal is keeping the accelera- 
tions (q, z2), the suspension deflections (a, a), the tire 
deflections (z5, z6), and the inputs (U)  Small, subject to 
road irregularities (w1, WZ), sensor noise, and 90% semitrailer 
XnasS uncertainty. Though AY is real, it is restricted to be 10 selection method may incorrectly accept 10 sets due to 
treated complex. Two force actuators, two displacement 
sensors (yl, yz), and two acceleration Sensors (Y3, Y4) axe SUg- 
gested. This yields the relatively Small number of 45 candidate 
IO sets, so checking the IO selection results by D-K iteration 
(DKI) becomes feasible. For the full IO set, llMllr = (Y = 0.75. 
Based on DKI for other IO sets, the rear actuator and sensors 
(uz, y2, y4) are preferred, which be borne in mind 
when interpreting the IO selection results. 

For two different (and hence, 6, = ( y / a ) &  with two dif- 
ferent magnitudes), Table 1 summarizes the results for IO se- 

necessity. Compared to DKI, the efficiency of both methods 
was considerably better. For a well-founded assessment, the 
methods &Auld be evaluated for more examples. I o  selection 
by subsequent application of the WCU, DSE, and DKI meth- 
ods is effective and possibly (for the example: certainly) more 
efficient than DKI alone. ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ,  it is recommended to in- 
vestigate if the effectiveness can be predicted of IO selection 
with the WCU and DSE derived for the full IO set, or if better 
motivated choices for the WCU and DSE can b e  made. 
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